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A REVIEW OF THE CONCEPT OF STAND DENSITY AS USED IN
FORESTRY, WITH A SPECIAL SECTION ON THE CROWN

COMPETITION FACTOR AND ITS APPLICATION TO
DOUGLAS-FIR

INTRODUCTION

In intensive forest management, one important objective is

maximum return on capital invested, or more generally, the most

complete utilization of any site as is possible, financially and/or

biologically. One parameter associated with a forest stand, density,

is a measure of biological utilization of the site and may be subjected

to analysis in terms of management objectives. It is the concept of

density which is the subject of this report.

The Subcommittee on Stocking, Division of Silviculture Corn-

mittee on Technical Procedures and Standards, of the Society of

American Foresters completed a report in 1957 (4) which pointed out

a significant problem in evaluating a measure of density in terms of

management objectives:

If stocking is to be related to best growth and manage-
ment- -that is, the stand we expect to provide maximum
value return- -it becomes clear that we must recognize
not one ideal forest, but a series of alternatives whose
relative desirability depends ona combination of silvi-
culture, management, and economics (4, p. 101).

Today, nearly ten years later, there is still no completely satisfac-

tory measure of density; indeed, there is still confusion and contra-

diction in definitions of the general terms stocking and stand density.
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The purpose of this report is to review the concept of density

and literature on the subject, with a special section on the Crown

Competition Factor--one of the newer methods of measuring density.
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DENSITY IN GENERAL

flfinitinn

In most general terms forest density can be considered as the

degree of biological utilization of an area by trees (50). It may be

measured in absolute terms, without relation to other stands, or in

relative terms by comparison to a stand of desired density. This

desired standard may be viewed in terms of capacity to support trees,

or as the capacity to produce maximum yield not only in quantity but

also in quality and value (59).

Forest Terminology, published in 1958 by the Society of Amer-

ican Foresters, provides definitions of stand density and stocking:

Density, stand. Density of stocking expressed in num-
ber of trees, basal area, volume, or other criteria on
a per-acre basis (57, p. 24).

Stocking. 1. An indication of the number of trees in a
stand as compared to the desired number for best
growth and management: such as well-stocked, over-
stocked, partially-stocked (57, p. 82).

The Subcommittee on Stocking provides an interpretation of

these definitions as follows:

Former interchangeable use of stocking and density has
resulted in much unnecessary confusion. The present
distinction is clear: stand density is expressed numeri-
cally on a per-acre basis while stocking is relative to
the stand desired for best growth (4, p. 99).

And from the summary:



Stocking is a relative term based on the stand desired,
while density is measured in absolute units on an area
basis. The stand desired depends on the limitations of
site and species and on what the owner wants (4, p. 103),

This interpretation of the accepted definitions of stocking and

stand density seems straight forward at first; however, at the 1964

meeting of the Society of American Foresters in Denver, S. F. Ging-

rich presented a paper on "Criteria for Measuring Stocking in Forest

Stands? in which he made specific reference to the report cited above

and distinguished between stocking and stand density in the following

manner:

'Stocking' is a qualitative term referring to the degree
of adequacy of a stand condition to meet a timber man-
agement objective. A stand may be well stocked or
poorly stocked or a certain percent of quadrats in an
area may be occupied with trees. 'Stand density, on
the other hand, is a quantitative term expressing some
volume or areal unit or simply a tree count that reflects
the degree of crowding of stems within the area stocked.
Obviously, if there is a range of stand density where
yield is at a maximum, as suggested by the stocking
committee's recommendation, then it follows from the
definitions just given that there is also a range of stock-
ing where yield is at a maximum. Stocking rather than
stand density will be given specific emphasis in this pa-
per (Z5, p. 198).

Smith and Bailey (54) use a slightly different approach:

Stocking is a useful concept if it is applied primarily
to the proportion of area occupied by trees. It may be
expressed in many ways but the meaningful measures
are percentage of stocked quadrats and crown closure.
Canopy density is a less explicit term than percentage
of crown closure.. .Stand density often is comfused with
stocking but need not be if stand density is used to de-
scribe the degree of crowding of individual trees within
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the portion of the area actually stocked with trees (54,
p. 243).

A close examination of the two definitions given in Forest Ter-

minology does not give the reader any real feeling for this important

concept of density. Stand density is defined in terms of T!density of

stocking, a very vague statement to say the least, and stocking is

examined specifically in terms of numbers of trees per acre as com-

pared to some desired number which may vary in an almost infinite

array of situations. The interpretations by the Subcommittee of

Stocking pick out a single difference between the two: absolute versus

relative. This difference is not so significant when it is realized

that an absolute measure of density (of any kind) is needed in order

to obtain a relative measure. Such specifications in the original def-

initions as stand density on a per acre basis and stocking in terms of

numbers of trees are conveniently ignored. S. F. Gingrich (25) also

pointed out the absolute versus relative distinction between stand den-

sity and stocking. However, he places specific emphasis on stocking,

though again it would seem logical that in order to obtain a relative

measure of density, stocking, a prerequisite would be an absolute

measure which could be compared to some standard or desired value.

Definitions of density and stocking given by Smith and Bailey

(54) provide a specific and meaningful distinction; stocking is consid-

ered as the degree of coverage of the area, and stand density as the



degree of crowding within an area actually stocked. As was pointed

out in their report, this distinction is significant under intensive

management where spatial distribution as well as size and number of

trees becomes important:

The implication of these data in management is that
stand density as well as stocking must be considered.
There may be full stocking (100 percent crown clo-
sure) of uniformly spaced trees grown from an initial-
ly open stand density, to close at any level of stand
density, from an open through normal to dense. Be-

cause of this it is necessary to specify the degree of
crowding or stand density in addition to crown closure
when formulating ideas as to how stands should be
grown (54, p. 245-246).

In the most general sense stand density and stocking define the

degree of biological utilization of a site by trees. In this report,

stocking will be defined as a measure of the number and spatial dis-

tribution of trees, that is, whether or not a stand exists. Stand den-

sity, on the other hand, will be defined as a measure of crowding, or

competition, in an area actually stocked.

A measure of density should be simple, objective, clear, con-

sistent, and easy to apply (59). Two of these attributes, simple and

easy to apply, take on a slightly different meaning in situations in-

volving the use of sophisticated management techniques and electron-

ic computers. That is, the terms may be used with reference to

computations and applications by computers, and therefore, allow use

of more complicated measures of density. Further if a measure of
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density can be constructed which is independent of site and age of the

stand (59), it would be possible to obtain one reference value appli-

cable to all stands of a given species, regardless of site or age, for

use in establishing a scale of relative density according to any set of

management objectives. Spurr (59) has also stated that the measure

should be independent of the character of the stand; however, spatial

distribution, a part of stand character, may become an important

part of density (44).

A numerical representation of stand density usually involves a

combination of one or more of four variables: (1) number of trees per

unit area, (2) diameter, (3) height, and (4) form (59). Nearly all

measures incorporate number of trees with at least one of the other

variables; basal area, for example, is a combination of number of

trees and diameter. With the more complex measures of density

there is usually some assumption made implying an empirical or

mathematical relation among the several variables. Where such rood-

els are adopted any evaluation made should include tests for the ade-

quacy of the model adopted. Also, care should be taken to avoid

drawing conclusions from characteristics which apply to the model,

but which may be unrelated to the actual biological relationships (8).



Uses

The fundamental and traditional use for measures of density

has been to describe the utilization of an area and then to use this ex-

pression to correct estimates of current increment and yield based

on some accepted or desirable standard. The most common example

of this procedure is found in the use of normal yield tables; yield es-

timates for Douglas-fir, according to USDA Bulletin 201 (38), are

obtained using the percent normality, or relative stand density, as a

correction factor applied to the yield estimate for a fully stocked

stand of a given site and age.

Today, the need is diminishing for a mere description of the

stand as it is found in its natural condition; instead rigorous manage-

ment utilizes silviculture, economics, and mensuration to produce a

stand designed to meet specific management objectives. In this pro-

cess a measure of stand density may be analysed to provide guide-

lines for such treatments as thinning (3, 7, 62, 65, 67), regeneration

(3, 55, 68), and levels of growing stock (19, 51, 60, 61). There is also

a use for measures of density in establishing large scale stand mod-

els for computer simulation of forest growth (44).



HISTORIC AND CURRENT MEASURES OF DENSITY

The following discussion presents a number of different mea-

sures of density which have been suggested in the past, as well as

those which are in use today. Basal area is perhaps the most popu-

lar measure used today, and the normality concept, while decreasing

in importance today, has been very important in the past. Crown

Competition Factor, a recent innovation, is not included in this sec-

tion because it is covered more completely in a later section.

Volume

Volume per unit area has been used as a measure of density in

the past but is little used today. It is an indirect measurement with

many conflicts in definition and utilization standards; its high cor-

relation with age and site as well as the expense of obtaining the in-

formation do not justify its use solely as a measure of density (59).

Number of Trees

The number of trees per unit area is a simple and easily ob-

tamed measure, but it is nearly meaningless unless it is combined

with at least one of the other factors, indicative of stand size, usual-

ly associated with a measure of density (59). In dealing with stands

below some specified merchantability limit, the number of trees is



useful and may be determined by a procedure such as the stocked

quadrat method of surveying regeneration plantations.

Basal Area

Basal area, the most popular measure of density used today,

is a measurement of the cross-sectional area of the stems per acre,

usually at breast height. Advantages include simplicity, especially

since the introduction of point sampling, and the tendency of basal

area to rise rapidly only in yound stands and then to taper off to a

nearly constant level for mature stands (59). Basal area density

may be expressed absolutely, as square feet per acre, or relatively,

as a percent of some desired level of basal area.

Stand-Density Index

The concept of stand-density index (SDI) takes basal area and

breaks it into the number of trees per unit area and the diameter of

the tree of average basal area. Reineke (49) found that the number of

trees per acre plotted over weighted average diameter, weighted by

basal area, on logarithmic cross-section paper is roughly a straight

line, and that for many species the slope of the line is constant. He

determined a curve of the form:



where

Log N = -1. 605 Log D + k

N = number of trees/acre

D = average diameter, weighted by basal area

k = a constant varying with the species

11

which was defined as the reference curve when k = 4. 605 yielding

a value of 1,000 trees per acre. Then using a graph, as in Figure 1,

the SDI for a stand with a specified number of trees per acre and av-

erage diameter is the number of trees per acre at the point where

the ten-inch diameter ordinate is intersected by a line parallel to the

reference curve and passing through the point on the graph represent-

ing the specified number of trees and average diameter. Thus, the

SDI is commonly defined as the equivalent number of ten-inch trees

for a given stand. To avoid using a graphical technique for finding

SDI, Spurr (59) modified the basic equation as follows:

LogN=-l.6O5LogD+k, but

N=SDI when D =lOorLogD =1.000, so

Log SDI = -1.605 (1,000) +k , and

k = Log SDI + 1.605

Then substituting for k in the basic equation and solving for Log SDI

Log SDI = Log N + 1.605 Log D - 1.605
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dicated byech at 10 inches average
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'Source, 49, p. 629.
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The density of any stand then may be expressed on an absolute basis

as SDI or relatively as a percentage of some desired SDI.

Normality

The idea of a normal stand represents a highly subjective attempt

to generalize those qualities and characteristics of what would be a

natural, fully stocked stand. Nelson and Bennett (43) reappraise the

concept of normality in terms of modern techniques and objectives:

The concept of normality, although not precise, sound,
or presently defensible, has been useful in the past. It
made possible the development of prediction equations
with stocking and its interactions as a constant when ana-
lytical tools were not available to deal with a range of
stockings. The idea along with the yield tables that de-
veloped from it, served to bridge the gap from the early
period of little knowledge of the behavior of timber stands
in relation to age and site to an economic age which de-
mands more precise measures of growth and yield in
terms of stocking. . . Our paper develops the thesis that the
normality or full-stocking idea can not only be eliminated
from yield solutions, but should be eliminated from the en-
tire gamut of stocking, growth, and yield theory. (43, p. 107-8)

A brief discussion is presented showing the difficulties of defining

precisely the normality concept as is indicated by the different defi-

nitions available in various publications (10, 13, 26, 50, 56). Then, be-

cause of the differences in definitions, evaluation and application of

the concept to managed stands which will usually be less than fully

stocked becomes even more unrealistic (43).

The description of the normal stand as one which is growing
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undisturbed in a natural state has provided a good indication of the

equilibrium which usually will tend to prevail. However, as pointed

out by Staebler (60), in considering levels of growing stock, the bal-

ance that prevails in natural stands does not allow growth at a rate

which would be considered desirable from a financial standpoint.

Point Density

Spurr (58) described a measure of point density, related to the

spacing method of measuring density (16, 30,41), defined as the basal

area per acre as measured at a given point within a stand. To esti-

mate the point density an "angle-summation" technique, similar to

Bitterlich's point sampling technique, is used considering the angles

subtended by trees viewed from the sample point instead of the num-

ber of trees exceeding a given angle, as in point sampling.

Using the Bitterlich point sampling technique all trees are

counted which subtend anangle larger than some fixed angle; the

number of trees counted multiplied by the basal area factor equals

the estimate of basal area. For a stand the average from a number

of points is used as the estimate of basal area. With Spurr's (58)

1See section on example of estimating Crown Competition Factor
for a more complete treatment of Bitterlich point sampling.
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modification the basal area around a single point is of interest, rath-

er than an average for a stand. Instead of specifying a fixed angle

and letting the trees vary, as in Bitterlich point sampling, the angle

is changed and the number of trees becomes fixed. Thus, Spurr (58)

uses the terminology a one-tree, two-tree, or n-tree plot; it is fur-

ther specified that the one-tree plot will contain the tree which sub-

tends the largest angle, the two-tree plot will contain the tree which

subtends the second largest angle and the tree which occurred in the

one-tree plot, and so on. For each plot the last tree counted will be

borderline and therefore half of its basal area is included in the es-

timate. The estimate of basal area for the point is then based on the

average of the one-tree, two-tree, . .. , n-tree plots, containing trees

ranked by order of the angles subtended. That is,

75.625 /D1\2 D 21

L) i2 \ nlj

which may be simplified to be comparable to the treatment of point

sampling included in a later section,

r e e e
435601 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 2 n

BA n L' (j-) +sin (j-) +...+(n-)sin (j-)

where,
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D = D.B..H., in inches

L = radius of p1ot, in feet

n = number of plots

75. 625
43560

, 12 to convert B. D. H. to feet, 2 to convert plot
12 x2

radius to diameter

= half the angle subtended by the tree in question

The technique was designed not for estimation of average stand

density,

but rather a useful measurement of point density at in-
dividual stations within the forest in connection with sil-
vicultural and ecological investigations (58, p. 85).

Uses of point density could include studies of correlation between

growth and density around a particular tree, correlation between es-

tablishment of natural regeneration and point density, and selection

of plus trees in forest tree improvement research (58).

Bole Area

Bole area was proposed in 1943 by Lexen (34) as a measure of

the stem cambium area, a measure of actual growing stock which

lays on merchantable wood" (34, p. 103). His investigations were

based on the premise that while board foot-volume gives a good mea-

sure of "capital" in a stand, it gives no indication of growth poten-

tial, which can be measured by bole area. Bole area may be
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calculated from either Smalians's or Huber's formula by substituting

circumference for crosssectional area (34).

Tçpacing Figure

Matthews (37) described an early method of evaluating density

in terms of the ratio of the distance between trees to the average dia

meter of the stand (given by the formula D/d). With the assumption

of square spacing and given the basal area of a stand, he determined

D/d as follows:

and

BAn
7rd

4

substituting in the first equation for n

where

185
d

BA = basal area

n = number of trees

D = distance between trees

d = average diameter of stand



Using this formula and the tendency of basal area to remain constant

in normal yield tables after age 40-60, it was concluded that D/d

should remain constant. Therefore, as trees increase in size the

spacing should increase and at each thinning basal area should be re-

duced to a constant level (37).

Tree-Area Ratio

The tree-area ratio (14) is an extension of the spacingfigure,

D/d, for allocating the ground area for the trees in a stand:

A method of allocating tree area according to d. b. h.
of individual trees by means of a quadratic equation
fitted by the method of least squares to sample plot
data is developed and illustrated. Plot data in num-
bers of trees, sum of diameters, and sum of squared
diameters, which supply the observations are expressed
on the unit area basis--or, better, the areas of plots in
the field are constant and taken as unity. The calculated
equation is then an expression of density of stocking rep-
resented by the data. Consequently if the data represent
fully stocked plots the equation supplies a stocking norm
for the timber type, or conditions, upon which it is
founded (14, p. 317).

With this procedure the ground area, Y, of a tree in the

stand is expressed as a function of its diameter, d,

Y = b0 + b1d + b2d

where

b0, b1, b2

are constants.
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While estimating the ground area, Y, for an individual tree would

be difficult, the total ground area, Y, of a sample point may be

estimated more easily as a summation of the individual values

nZ= bn + b1d + bazd

and a least squares solution of this equation for a number of plots

will provide numerical values for the constants. If the area of the

plot is taken as one in the solution, then application of stand data for

any stand to the solution obtained will yield a ratio of the calculated

ground area of the stand to the ground area upon which the solution is

based. The measure of density obtained will be a ratio relative to the

stand conditions upon which the original solution is based (14).

Briegleb1s Approach to Density

Briegleb (9) analysed Danish growth records of Douglas-fir in

managed stands and found that none of the usual estimators of stand

density common in the United States provided consistent estimates of

the growing stock maintained through a rotation. The conclusion that

there are systematic differences between trees of the same age, dia-

meter, or height in managed stands, as compared to natural stands,

lead to the hypothesis that for trees of a given diameter the shorter

ones have larger crowns, and for trees of a given height the ones with
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larger diameters have larger crowns. Evidence supporting this hy-

pothesis was obtained from the Wind River Experimental Forest in

the form of significant regression equations for predicting crown

width and length.

The relation of number of trees, height, and diameter was dis-

cussed using an example of three stands, two Danish and one from the

Pacific Northwest; pertinent data and descriptions of the three stands

are presented in Table I. Stand intensity is the stem volume in cubic

feet divided by average stand height. Crown projection is the area of

the projections of the crowns upon a horizontal plane. Crown surface

is the surface area of a parabaloid with base diameter equal to crown

width and height equal to crown length. Considering the variation in

the various measures of density, it was concluded that

Crown projection and crown surface areas per acre in
stands A, B, and C are more stable than are the other
density measures that were computed. Crown projec-
tion and crown surface are not easily measured direct-
ly, but the evidence indicates that they are related to
stand variables--number of trees, average d.b.h., and
height- -which are easily determined. It may then be rea-
soned that number of trees, average d. b. h., and height
are likely to be related to photosynthetic area and thus to
tree growth (9, p. 531-2).

Briegleb's (9) approach to density was an application of his con-

clusion that number of trees, average diameter, and height are relat-

ed to tree growth. Using 55 measurements from well stocked stands,

in Denmark and western Washington, a linear regression equation
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was developed relating the actual number of trees expressed as a per-V

cent of the normal number for a specified average diameter, the de-

pendent variable, to the actual stand height expressed as a percent of

the normal height for a specified average diameter, the independent

variable. The correlation coefficient for the equation was 0. 59 with

the explanation that departures from the model which contributed to

the low correlation were due to inclusion of both thinned and unthinned

plots in the analysis. Application of the equation to Bruce's stand

density normal, found in USDA Bulletin 201 (38, p. 68), yielded val-

ues representing a new standard for normal number of trees per acre

by average diameter and height. Then, the density for any stand of

specified average diameter and height becomes the number of trees

in the stand expressed as a percent of the new standard (9).

Density in Terms of Height

According to Wilson (70) "height within reasonable limits of

stocking, is negligibly affected by spacing"(70, p. 758). From this

premise and a Russian rule credited to Keller that stands should be

thinned to a number of trees per unit area according to a spacing of a

specified fraction of the height of the stand (by species) the following

equation was presented:



Table I. Density, by various measures, of three contrasting Douglas-Fir stands afer thinning.'

Stand A Stand B Stand C
First thimied at age Overdense to age First thinned at age
20 yrs., 6th thinning 55 yrs., first thin- 20 yrs., 12th. thin-
just completed at ning just completed ning just completed

Measure age 35 years at that age at age 55 years

Av. D.B.H. (in.) 10.0 10.0 17.5
Av. height (ft.) 60.0 90.0 93.0
Av. crown width (ft.) 12.6 8.6 19. 2
Av. space between trees (ft.) 14. 6 10. 8 22. 6
Av. crown length (ft.) 37.3 31.7 58.4

Density (per acre basis)
No. of trees 206 372 85
Basal area (sq. ft.) 112 203 142
Volume

cubic feet (M. cu. ft.,) 2. 9 7. 9 4. 9
scribner (M. bd.ft.) 6.4 17.3 23.5
inter. 1/8 (M. bd.ft.) 9.8 26.6 34.0

Bole area (M. sq. ft.) 17. 7 47.8 13.8
Stand intensity (sq. ft.) 48. 0 88. 0 53. 0
Crown projection (M. sq. ft.) 25. 7 21. 6 24.6
Crown surface (M. sq. ft.) 304.0 319.0 299.0

'Source, 9, p. 31.



where

43560n=
(hf)

n = number of trees per unit area

h = height of the stand

f = a fraction of height (by species)

23

If f is constant and both f and h are known, then the appro-

priate spacing is obtained as (hf)2 and n is the number of trees

suitable for the stand. A significant problem is the determination of

f which requires some definition of a desirable stand condition.

Evidence in support of the equation was presented using f values

calculated from normal yield tables for red pine, aspen, and jack

pine (70). In 1933, in the Dutch East Indies this measure was used

on a per hectare basis (24).

Crown Closure

The use of aerial photographs in estimation of timber volume

utilizes those parameters of a stand which can be observed and mea-

sured on aerial photographs. Stand height and degree of crown cover

are referred to most frequently with percent crown cover used as a

measure of density. However, as with the number of trees per acre,

the percent crown cover alone does not provide an adequate indication

of tree size. When combined with other variables which are indicative
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of size, this difficulty is alleviated to some extent and useful esti-

mates of volume can be obtained (22, 47).



CROWN COMPETITION FACTOR

The remaining sections deal with one of the newer and more

complex measures of density, Crown Competition Factor (CCF).

Theoretical Basis

Crown Competition Factor (CC F), first developed by Krajicek

(31), is one of the newer attempts at defining density in terms of corn-

petition and growing space. In the first discussions of CCF (31, 3Z,64)

the concept was based primarily on the very high correlation between

crown diameter and diameter breast height of open-grown trees:

A study of crown characteristics of several hundred
open-grown oak, hickory, and Norway spruce trees in
Iowa revealed a high correlation between stem diameter
and crown area. Consideration of this relationship led
to the idea that perhaps here was a realistic way to mea-
sure and evaluate stand density or stocking. If, given
unlimited growing space, trees of a certain species and
diameter developed crowns of almost identical size, why
couldn't the extent to which this development is limited in
a forest stand be used as an index of stand density?
Such an index would also express numerically the amount
of competition in the stand (31, p. 1).

Based on the correlation between crown diameter and stem di-

ameter it was inferred that any tree of a given species and diameter

would, if grown completely free of competition, develop approximate-

ly the same size crown. Then, considering the development of a tree

in a stand, a measure of density was formulated as an indication of

the extent to which a tree grown in a stand would be prevented from



developing to the degree possible if it were grown free of competi-

tion (32).

From a more theoretical view the situation returns to the pri-

mary element of concern, the individual tree. Trees are living bio-

logical entities which germinate from seed, grow, reproduce, and

finally die. Man's interest in them, while varying in ultimate objec-

tive, is always related to the fact that the tree lives and grows. In

measuring density, growth of a tree is considered in relation to that

part of its environment involving competition for growing space. The

range of competition extends from complete freedom to stagnation

caused by extreme crowding. Changes in growth within this range

reflect the effect of changes in the environment on the growth mech-

anisms of the tree.

The ability of a tree to grow is controlled in part by its root

system and in part by its crown system. Both are essential to the

life of a tree; the root system provides access to nutrients and water,

and photosynthesis in the crown converts the raw materials to the

compounds used in the growth of the tree. If either system is pre-

vented from functioning, the result is stagnation and death. While

both are necessary, evidence indicates that factors limiting develop-

ment of the crown are more critical than those limiting the root sys-

tern (53). For example, crowding of the crown by proximity of other

trees will have a direct effect on the amount of crown surface exposed
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to light, but crowding of the root system may only result in an inter-

twining of the roots which spread in all directions leaving consider-

able open space. In an analysis of stem form, meaning relative rate

of change in stem diameter with increasing height, Larson (33) stated

Numerous studies have shown that alterations in stem
form reflect simultaneous alterations in crown develop-
ment since stem form is dictated by the size and distri-
bution of the live crown along the bole. Interpretations
of the influence of environment and silviculture on stem
form must therefore be in terms of crown development

. . Among the external conditions of growth that influ-
ence crown attributes, hence stem form, those associ-
ated with stand structure and stand density are perhaps
the most important (33, p. 103-4).

Other evidence supporting the importance of crown size in relation to

growth and density is indicated by the approach to density of Briegleb

(9), who analysed Danish data for managed stands of Douglas-fir and

found that none of the usual estimators of density used in the United

States were uniform over time, but that the parameters associated

with crown size were relatively stable.

Based on these observations relating crown size to growth of a

tree the logical basis for a measure of density should relate to crown

size. The CCF measure of density is based on crown size associated

with trees grown free from competition as compared to trees grown

in a stand where the crown is prevented by crowding from achieving

maximum development.



Synthesis and Estimation

In developing the mathematical expression for CCF the basic

element is the crown area, projected on a horizontal plane, associat-

ed with a tree of given size and species grown free from competition.

This maximum crown area is defined as the percent of one acre occu-

pied by the crown and is represented by the following formula

where

'rrD
Z

4 2

m 43560 100 = 0, 0Ol8O3OZD

m = maximum crown area

D = crown diameter

The CCF for a stand is equal to the sum of the m values for all the

trees in the stand divided by the number of acres.

In order to use the CCF measure of density in a practical situ-

ation with a given species, the m values for different size trees

must be known. An analysis of regression of stem diameter and

crown diameter for open-grown trees will yield an equation which will

predict crown diameter for a given stem diameter. With this predicted

open-grown crown diameter, the m values for any tree may be com-

puted and the CCF determined, Generally a linear equation is the sim-

plest to use although higher degree equations may proved better es-

timates (20).
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Thus, given a stand with uniform distribution of trees, a condi-

tion which should tend to prevail in managed stands, a CCF of 100

would mean that there are just enough equivalent open-grown trees to

completely cover the area occupied by the stand. A value less than

100 would mean that there is less than 100 percent coverage, and the

area could support more open-grown trees. A value greater than 100

would mean that there is crowding of the trees and the crowns could

not develop to the maximum extent possible. It has been further hy-

pothesized that there is a ceiling value for a species depending on the

amount of crown development possible without competition, the basic

shape of the crown, and the tolerance of the species (32).

Given a general sampling model (45) we may express the deter-

mination of CCF as follows:

1. Let U = {u1, u2, u3,,.. , u}, the set of n trees in a stand

W = {w1, w, w, , a set of n values where

w. = - for the i-th tree in
1 A

the stand,

A = area of stand in acres

2. Then CCF=T =Ew. =E, where
w i UA

is the summation over all elements of U.
U
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3. It may be seen from this that the estimator, T, of

CCF may be determined from any sampling scheme applied

to the stand specifically to estimate CCF, or as part of

a general inventory process.

Example

Bitterlich point sampling, a commonly used inventory system,

is used as an illustration of one possible procedure for estimating

CCF (15, 27,28, 46).

1. Given the general sampling model (45), we may define the

situation as follows:

Let U = {u1, u2, U3, ... ,
u}, the set of N trees in the

stand

= {y1, a set of N values where

2
lTd.

y = -f- for the i-th tree in

the stand,

d = stem diameter

W = {w1, w2, w3, .. . wN}, a set of N values where

m.
w. = for the i-th tree in

1 A

the stand

Then the total basal area of the stand is
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T =Ey.
y U'

and the Crown Competition Factor is

T Ew.
w

2. Bitterlich point sampling is an application of unequal pro-

bability sampling of the type where inclusion probability is

proportional to some variable, basal area in this case.

The general, unbiased estimator, T of the population

total' is

where

=Ey./ir.
y i'

= the summation over S, the sample set
S

y. = the i-th element of the population Y, which

may be any characteristic or value defined

over U

= inclusion probability of the i-th element

3. In Bitterlich point sampling, given a single random sample

point, and areal units of acres and square feet, a set of

sample trees, S2, is selected which provide a represen-

tative sample of the stand with appropriate inclusion proba-

bilities as required by the general estimator in 2. above.

2See Appendix I for proof that this estimator is unbiased.
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The estimator, T , of total basal area of the stand is
y

found as in 2. above

=y./r.
y 1

which by substitution yields

y.43560A
T=E

Y S2 y.Csc2()

which may be simplified to

where

AT = cFA
y

43560F , basal area factor
Csc

c = number of angle-counted trees at the sample

point

A = number of acres in the stand

S2 = set of sample trees

=

basal area of the i-th tree, in square feet

43560A

a. = y.Csc2(), area, in square feet, of the im-

aginary circle around the i-th tree,

3See Appendix II for the trigonometric and geometric develop-
ment of this relationship; also included is a brief discussion of the
plot radius factor.
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which determines if the tree is to be sam-

pled according to the rule: if the random

point is within the area a., of the i-th

tree, then the tree is a sample tree

e = a horizontal angle of specified size used in

application of the rule given above

4. It follows that each possible sample point in the stand

would provide an estimate of total basal area. Therefore,

a random variable Z may be defined over the sample

space of points in the stand with Z as the estimates of

basal area (or any other estimator of interest). Then the

expected value of Z is equal to the total basal area, T,

and the variance of Z is equal to the variance of T

(21); a sample, S1, of n points may be taken of the

random variable Z to yield more precise estimates of

basal area as well as variance. The usual procedure is to

take a systematic sample, with certain assumptions about

trees in the stand, and use the formulas for simple random

sampling. Then the estimator, T, of basal area from

a sample of n points is

A 1 AT =T.
y ns1 yj

which may be simplified to



where

T =FA
y

= average tree count for n points

= the estimate of total basal area at the j-th
yJ

sample point from 3. above

S1 = set of n sample points
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Or, the estimated total basal area of the stand from a sample of n

points equals the product of average tree count, number of acres, and

the basal area factor. In addition, the basal area per acre may be

obtained from these equations by dividing through by the number of

acres, A, in the stand,

Basal area per acre = cF, for a single point

Basal area per acre = F, for a sample of n points.

5. Now, applying the general formula from 1. above and re-

defining Y = W, the estimator, T, of CCF at a sin-

gle sample point is

=

which by substitution yields

w.43 560A
A 1
T =Ew yc5c2()

which may be simplified to



where

AT =Fr.
w Si

2

ir.
1
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6. Given a sample of n points as explained in 4. above, the
A

unbiased estimator, T , of CCF is
w

where

A FT =Et.
w

t = Erj S
2

at the j-th sample point.

7. An unbiased estimator, of variance of CCF may be

found using the variance estimator for a simple random

sample of n points as explained in 4. above

r lEt
2 I IQ rj

A A F ' 2 LJlV(T )= lEt.w n(nl)LS rj n
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Review of Applications

Three major articles have been published dealing with Cd as

a measure of density: Krajicek etal. (32), Vezina (64), and Vezina

(66). In addition to these, a number of other publications deal with

the crown-stem diameter relation (5,6,11,17, 20, 22,40, 51, 55, 54, 68,

69). Table II shows the species which have been analysed for an open-

grown crown diameter prediction equation.

Table II. Open-grown crown diameter prediction equations for
various species.

Species Source Equation Correlation
Reference Y = Crown Width Coefficient

x = D.B.H.

Hickory 32 Y = 1.931 + 1.999x 0.978

Black Oak 32 Y = 4. 51 + 1. 670x 0.983

White Oak 32 Y = 1.8 + 1.883x 0.986

Combined Hardwoods 32 Y = 3.12 + 1. 829x 0.9 83

Norway Spruce 32 Y = 5.057 + 1. 3l3x 0.991

White Spruce 64 Y = 3. 542 + 1. 538x 0.945

Balsam Fir 64 Y = 3. 286 + 1. 720x 0.973

Jack Pine 66 Y = 1.763 + 2. 036x 0.960

Ponderosa Pine 48 Y = 5.017 + 0.709x 0.920

Douglas-Fir this report Y = 8.372 + 1. 267x 0.941

Krajicek et al. (32)

Crown-stem diameter relationships were analysed for 340
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open-grown trees, consisting of 88 white oaks (Quercus alba L.), 60

black and red oaks (Quercus velutina Lam, and Quercus rubra L.),

35 hickories (Carya ovata (Mill.) K. Koch), and 157 Norway spruce

(Picea abies (L.) Karst.). Trees were selected according to the fol-

fowing criteria:

1. Crown free from competition on all sides.
2. Limbs extending to the ground on small trees and

nearly so on larger trees.
3. Lowest branches longest, or at least as long as

those above, (This eliminated trees that had been
released from competition in the past and on which
the lower portion of the present crown originated
from epicormic branches.)

4. For small trees (less than 16 feet tall), no forking
in the entire length; for larger trees, no forking of
the bole below 16 feet. (This limited the sample to
trees that were of the type that would be favored in
the forest stand, except for limbiness and exces-
sive taper.)

5. No evidence of pruning, shearing, browsing, deca-
dence, storm damage, or serious insect damage.

6. Tree apparently not of sprout origin (32, p. 36).

Regression analysis yielded prediction equations, Table II. Differ-

ences among the hardwood equations were not significant at the five

percent level except for hickory and red oaks; for simplicity all hard-

hardwoods were combined into one equation. Differences between the

hardwoods and spruce were highly significant at the one percent level.

Based on these high correlations it was inferred that

the crown of a tree of given d.b. h. cannot occupy more
than a certain area even with unlimited growing space
(32, p. 37).

A mathematical expression for CCF was outlined and then applied to

yield table data with results indicating a consistent and relatively



narrow range of values for CCF' with upper limits of about ZOO for

hardwoods and 300 for spruce. It was concluded empirically the site

and age have little effect on the CCF values. In determining CCF the

recommendation was made that all trees in the stani be considered

and not just those above an arbitrary diameter limit. The ceiling

value observed for the various species was said to be influenced by

open-grown crown development, the basic shape of the crown, and

tolerance of the species.

Vezina (64)

Crown-stem diameter relationships were analysed for 53 bal-

sam firs (Abies balsamea (L.) Mill.) and 146 white spruce (Picea

glauca (Moench) Voss) selected according to the criteria outlined by

Krajicek et al. (32). Prediction equations for the two species are

found in Table II. Differences between the equations were significant

at the five percent level. Application of CCF to yield table data for

balsam fir stands showed fairly consistent values for CCF except for

very young stands. Scatter diagrams were used to analyse the effect

of change in site and age on CCF; results indicated no strong relation-

ship. The relation among CCF, basal area, and stand-density index

was discussed with the conclusion that CCF does not show a consis-

tent relationship to basal area or stand-density index. The author

pointed out a potential difficulty of CCF in that it does not take into



account spatial distribution of the trees in the stand.

Vezina (66)

Crown-stem diameter relations were analysed for 83 open-

grown jack pines (Pinus banksiana Lamb.) with results as found in

Table II. Using the prediction equation CCF values were computed

for a number of stands and scatter diagrams were used to consider

the relation between CCF and age. The conclusion was that CCF did

not appear to be related to age.

Uses

The Crown Competition Factor may be used in all of the ways

outlined in an earlier section on uses of measures of density. In par-

ticular, if the concept is accepted as valid, it is possible to make

certain statements relating changes in a stand over time with respect

to CCF. These changes which occur may be related to specific man-

agement practices, and finally, CCF may be related to management

practices.

For any stand, given the assumption that there is a certain dis-

tribution of trees by size classes and that there will be some growth

over time, there are two possible changes which can occur. First,

if there is growth and no change in the overall number of trees, that

is no mortality or thinning, the CCF must increase. Second, if there



is growth and some change occurs in the number of trees, that is

mortality or thinning occurs, then the CCF may increase, decrease,

or remain the same. For this second alternative if the CCF is to re-

main the same the number of trees must decrease to offset the growth.

Or, if the decrease in number of trees exceeds the growth, the CCF

will decrease. Finally, if the decrease in number of trees is not

enough to offset growth, the CCF will increase though not to the ex-

tent possible given growth and no change in number of trees.

All four of the situations described in the preceding paragraph

may be related directly to management practices. For example,

those changes in a stand which would lead to an increase in the CCF

would be associated with passive management policies. That is, no

thinning or significant mortality occurs and competition increases.

The following questions could provide guidelines for investigation of

this particular alternative: what is the rate of change of the CCF; is

the growth rate decreasing and if so at what rate; is age of the stand

a factor in the growth rate; and how much time would be required for

a stand of specified initial CCF, size, and frequency distribution to

reach another specified condition? Similar questions could be an-

swered by study of stands in which changes would lead to a decrease

or no change in the CCF. After a thorough study of the changes in

stands with respect to time, CCF, growth, and number of trees for

different management practices, it should be possible to relate CCF
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to such practices and provide definitive management guidelines based

on CCF.

T'r li+ir.r

Evaluations in most of the studies of CCF have shown that using

stand tables for normal stands, there is a tendency for CCF values

for stands of various sites and age classes to be relatively consistent

(3Z, 64, 66). However, in effect the consistency of these values only

shows that the density criteria on which the tables are based are

nearly the same as the basis for the CCF.

A complete evaluation of the concept will not be easy and will

require some time but should consider two distinct parts of the CCF.

First, the relationship of crown diameter to stem diameter must be

investigated completely, and second, the practicality and usefulness

of the CCF must be analysed in relation to actual situations. Possible

guidelines for investigation of the regression relationship are includ-

ed in the section on suggestions for planning a study of CCF; indica-

tions of the potential usefulness of the CCF are found in the preceding

section on uses of the CCF. To understand fully the relationships in-

volved will require planned experiments designed to test specific hy-

potheses; only after rigorous tests have been made, including applica-

tions in actual situations, will it be possible to obtain an adequate

evaluation of the Crown Competition Factor.
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CROWN COMPETITION FACTOR APPLIED
TO DOUGLAS-FIR

Data

Crown diameter and stem diameter data for 101 open-grown

Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga taxifolia Britton) trees used in the present

study were obtained from two different sources. A study conducted

by Barnes (2) in 1953 on space requirements for open-grown Douglas-

fir provided data for 60 trees. One tree from this group was deleted

because the values were so erratic as to indicate error in measure-

ment. Crown diameter measurements were taken to the nearest one-

tenth foot, and D.B.H. was measured to the nearest one-tenth inch.

Of the 59 trees provided by Barnes (2) 43 had estimates of stem diam-

eter and crown diameter ten years earlier, 1943; these were based

on ten year radial and crown growth. An additional analysis was con-

ducted using these trees to consider the effect of time on the predic-

tion equation for the same set of trees. The second source was an

earlier study of CCF conducted by Miller (39) which provided infor-

mation on 45 open-grown Douglas-fir. The original records for

these trees were not available; therefore the values were taken from

a graph to the nearest foot for crown diameter and to the nearest inch

for D. B. H. (39, p. 25). Three trees were deleted from this group

because of erratic values,
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The data obtained by Miller (39) were taken according to the

specifications given by Krajicek etal. .(32).. Barnes' (2) data, how-

ever, were obtained for a different purpose and, the specifications

may or may not have been essentially the same as those of Krajicek

etal. (32). For this reason all the tests and evaluations made in

this study can only be taken as tentative until a more rigorous study

can be made involving Douglas-fir. Suggestions for a planned exper-

iment to evaluate the crown-stem diameter relationship and for mak-

ing other specific tests relating to CCF are included in a subsequent

section.

Regres sion Analysis: Crown-Stem Diameter

A stepwise regression analysis was made using an IBM 1410

computer. Crown diameter was the dependent variable, and the first

three powers of stem diameter were the independent variables. Se-

lection of the simple linear approach was based on the use of a sim-

pie linear model in the three publications on CCF (32, 64, 66). The

added use of a simple curvilinear model was based on a tendency to-

ward downward curvature in the plotted data near the origin; a simi-

lar tendency is present to some extent in the publications on CCF

though the linear model is used in all cases (32, 64, 66). Use of the

linear equation in a situation where this downward curvature exists

will result in an intercept value too high to be realistic. As explained
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earlier the analysis was conducted in two parts, and the pertinent re-

suits are found in Table III.

Table III. Summary of 1410 computer stepwise regression analysis.

Y = Crown diameter
x = D.B.H.

1-31-66 Problem 1. 43 trees Barnes' (2) 1953 data.
Step 1. Y = 13. 856 + l.l46x

3
r=0.853

Step 2. Y 6.192 + 1. 780x - 0. 000316x =0.893
Step 3. Y = 16. 764 + .00161x + 0.08Q9x2-.00l38x R =0.903
Step 4. Y = 16. 774 + .0810x2- 0.00139x3 R0.903

1-31-66 Problem 2. 43 trees Barnes' (2) 1943 data.

Step 1. Y = 5.901 + l.367x r=0. 864
Step 2.

3
Y = -0. 743 + 2. 233x-0.0006125x R =0.937

2-16-66 Problem 1. 101 trees combined data,
59 trees from Barnes' (2) 1953 data
and 42 trees from Miller (35).

Step 1. Y = 8.372 + 1.267x r=0.886
Step 2.

3
Y = 6.609 + l.463x-0.000127x R =0.937

The second part of the analysis yielded two different linear

equations for 43 of the trees from Barnes (2), one for the 1953 data

and one for the 1943 data, graphed in Figures 2 and 3. Though it was

expected that these two equations would be nearly the same, a covar-

iance analysis testing for homogeneity of regression coefficients

showed a significant difference in the slopes of the two lines, at the

five percent level of significance. A likely source of the difference

may be the nature of the predictions of crown diameter of 1943;

4The details of this computation are found in Appendix III.
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evidence of this added variation may be seen in the crown diameter

values for very small trees which are much too small to be realistic.

Had these 1943 values been the actual measurements the results

would probably have been more favorable.

Miller's (39) study of CCF utilized two linear equations--one

for trees less than five inches D. B. H. and another for trees greater

than five inches D. B. H. --rather than consider a curvilinear analysis

and thus avoid added complexity in calculating CCF values. The re-

suits of that analysis arefound in Table IV, In the interest of a more

complete understanding of the nature of the relationship the present

study analysed the combined data for 101 trees using a simple curvi-

linear approach as well as the simple linear equation. The results,

Table III and graphed in Figure 4, show two significant equations: the

simple linear equation with stem diameter as the independent variable,

and the simple curvilinear equation using the first and third powers

of stem diameter.

Table IV. Miller's two-part analysis of tie crown-stem diameter
relationship for Douglas-fir.!!

Y crown diameter
x D.B.H.

For trees 0. 0 to 5. 0 inches D. B. H. based on 15 observations
Y = 4.354 + 2.198 x

r2 = 0.815

For trees 5. 1 inches and larger based on 90 observations
Y = 11.675 + 1.097 x

r2 = 0. 780

1Source, 39, p. 30.
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Regression Model Adopted

The results of the stepwise regression analysis for the corn-

bined data, Table III, provide two potential equations. With a cor-

relation coefficient of 0.941, the linear equation is comparable to

those in the literature. The other equation using the first and third

powers of stem diameter with a multiple correlation coefficient of

0.944 would provide a better estimate, and it is tentatively recom-

mended for use. Because of the conditional nature of this study, cer-

tam of the tests for evaluation of the model, which appear in the next

section, were carried out using both the linear and cubic equations.

Application and Evaluation of the Adopted
Regression Model

In accordance with the practice followed in earlier studies,

CCF values for fully stocked stands of various sites and ages were

calculated using data from USDA Bulletin 201 (38). The results using

the step one equation for combined data are presented in Table V, and

results using the step two equation are found in Table VI. As stated

previously, the tendency of these values to be fairly consistent mdi-

cates that the normal yield tables are based on density criteria sirni-

lar to those of the CCF because by definition stands with the same

CCF value have the same density, regardless of site or age. Any at-

tempt to evaluate the variation among these values is unnecessary.
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Table V. CCF values for normal stands of Douglas-fir by site
and age, using the crown diameter prediction equation
for the combined data step

40 60 80

Age

100 120 140 160

I 238 242 249 251 255 264 256

Site II 270 271 268 270 270 273 281

Class III 304 293 288 289 287 285 289

IV 357 296 295 288 284 285 286

V 450 329 340 276 273 271 268

'Source of basic data, 38, p. 47-48.

Table VI. CCF values for normal stands of Douglas-fir by site
and age, using the crown diameter prediction equation
for the combined data step

Age

40 60 80 100 120 140 160

I 244 254 259 254 250 250 250

Site II 256 282 282 283 280 279 281

Class III 288 297 300 304 301 299 301

IV 320 294 299 297 296 299 301

V 398 300 333 273 275 277 277

'Source of basic data, 38, p. 47-48.

Briegleb's (9) study of managed Douglas-fir stands in Denmark,

cited in an earlier section, used an example showing management

treatments for three different stands (Table I). It is interesting to

note that if CCF values are calculated for the stands, stands A and C

have nearly the same values, 164 and 143 respectively, compared to
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stand B with a value of 296. These values were calculated using the

equation from step one of the combined data. While this pattern could

be a coincidence, stands A and C apparently represent the typical

management treatment for Danish stands of Douglas -fir indicating

that it would be desirable to study their thinning procedures to see if

a relatively constant level of CCF is maintained.

Table VII is based on Bruce's stand density normal (38, p. 68)

for Douglas-fir and shows the normal number of trees per acre for

specified average stand diameters. Also included are CCF values for

the normal stand, calculated with the linear equation, using the num-

ber of trees and the maximum crown area value for the average stand

diameter. For comparison the number of trees corresponding to the

average diameter and a CCF value of 260 was calculated; this value

was used for the comparison because the CCF values for normal

stands decrease rapidly until the stand reaches an average diameter

of about 12 inches and then stay between values of 260 and 270.

An examination of the changes which occur in the two different

examples included in Table VII serves to indicate some of the poten-

tial uses of the CCF. The normal stand begins with many trees per

acre and a very high CCF; as the stand increases in average diameter,

significant mortality occurs and the CCF decreases. After reaching

12 inches diameter the CCF becomes relatively stable and the increase

in size is offset by an equivalent decrease in number of trees. On the
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other hand, the CCF 260 stand begins with about one-quarter as many

trees, less mortality occurs, and after reaching 12 inches diameter,

at a younger age, it is nearly equivalent to the normal stand. With a

lower CCF the second stand has less competition, and it could easily

be hypothesized that the growth rate per tree would be greater than in

the normal stand; hence, less time would be required to reach a spec-

fied average diameter.

Table VII. Number of trees per acre by average stand diameter
for normal ptands of Douglas -fir and for stands with
CCF 260.!J

Av. Std. Normal number CCF for normal Number of trees
D.B.H. of trees number of trees per acre at

per acre per acre at CCF 260

2 4466 955 1260

5 1084 421 668

10 371 297 326

12 280 281 260

15 198 268 193

20 127 260 127

25 91 263 90

30 68 264 67

'Source of basic data, 38, p. 68.

Suggestions for Planning a Study of CCF
Applied to Douglas -fir

As indicated earlier, the results of a number of studies support

the CCF concept. The present study of the crown-stem diameter re-

lation for open-grown Douglas-fir in Oregon also shows a high
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correlation coefficient. However, some of the data was gathered

several years ago for a different purpose, and little information is

available concerning the nature of the original sample. Because of

the favorable results as well as the inherent deficiencies of the data

a more rigorous study is desirable; hopefully, the following sugges-

tions will be helpful in the formulation of any future study of CCF.

The objectives of the study should be (1) to investigate the re-

lation between crown diameter and selected other tree characteris-

tics including but not limited to stem diameter, height, site, and age

for open-grown Douglas-fir in Washington and Oregon; (2) to formu-

late an equation based on regression analysis for prediction of open-

grown crown diameter; (3) to establish confidence intervals for the

regression coefficients and make other statistical tests of hypotheses

which might be desirable. Then, using the prediction equation, ex-

periments could be set up in actual situations to provide a statistical-

ly sound basis for evaluation of the CCF concept.

In the analysis, of data, in calculation of confidence intervals,

and in tests of hypotheses, the 95 percent level of significance would

be appropriate. Based on the preliminary information for Douglas-

fir and the other studies of CCF, an estimate of desirable sample

size for determining the prediction equation would be about 200 open-

grown trees. However, an analysis of the desired precision and the

variance as found in the preliminary study would probably allow a
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better estimate of desirable sample size.

Crown-Stem Diameter Relationship

For the regression analysis, a representative sample of open-

grown Douglas-fir trees from Washington and Oregon is needed. One

possible sampling model which could be used is a two stage design

outlined as follows:

1. Let [U] =[UlUz,U3,...,UK], where U is the set of

all Douglas-fir trees growing in Washington and Oregon.

The partitioned universe, [UI, is composed of K cells

where U. is the set of all trees in the i-th county of the

two states, that is, K is the sum of the total number of

counties in each state.

2. The primary sampling units are the counties of the two

states with K equal to the total number of counties in

both states. The first stage sample, S1, is a subset of

the counties, with the inclusion probability of the i-th coun-

ty proportional to some measure of frequency of Douglas-

fir in the county.

3. Then for each county selected, the secondary sampling

units are the open-grown Douglas-fir occurring in the coun-

ty as determined by certain specifications. The second

stage sample, S11, is a representative sample of
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open-grown trees within each county selected in S' with

equal allocation of the sample.

4. Observations made on the units selected in S" would in-

clude at least crown diameter and stem diameter,

Certain important points should be considered in developing an

operational procedure for obtaining the sample and analysing the data.

In preparing for the first stage sample of counties, after a corn-

plete list of counties has been obtained, it will be necessary to devise

an estimate of frequency of Douglas-fir in each county. The purpose

of selecting counties with inclusion probability proportional to fre-

quency is that both Washington and Oregon contain a number of coun-

ties which for all practical purposes do not grow Douglas-fir. There-

fore, the probabilities could be constructed proportional to the num-

ber of acres supporting Douglas-fir, or they could be constructed ar-

bitrarily to minimize the chance of selecting a county where Douglas-

fir is unimportant. After selection of counties has been made in S',

a search will have to be made in each county for a representative

sample of Douglas-fir trees which meet the specifications set forth by

Krajicek etal. (3Z). The sample should contain trees from a variety

of sites and ages as well as a wide range of stem and crown diamet-

ers.

Data taken for trees selected at the second stage should be to a

consistent level of accuracy and precision; consideration should be
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given to the various measuring devices which might be used including

the optical dendrometer. The measurement of crown diameter should

be an average of at least two measurements from different angles.

If a stepwise regression analysis is utilized, the data should be

divided into two parts randomly, with one part used in the determina-

tion of the appropriate regression model and the prediction equation.

Application of the model adopted would be made to the second part of

the data to obtain confidence intervals and make tests of significance.

Use of this procedure permits valid probability statements because

selection of the regression model is made independently of the data

on which evaluation of the model is made. If selection of the model

is made by considering the particular data in question, as well as any

inherent peculiarities, as is the case in stepwise regression analy-

sis, then, it is not possible to make valid probability statements (12).

CCF Evaluation

In nearly all previous studies of CCF, attempts have been made

to determine whether or not CCF is related to site and/or age of the

stand. However, the value of this approach has already been ques-

tioned; instead, evaluation of CCF should be concerned with two dif-

ferent aspects of the CCF. First, the regression of stem diameter

and crown diameter should be investigated with respect to other var-

iables including site, age, and genetic makeup of the trees. For
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instance, a covariance analysis of the regression at different points

in time for the same trees could test the hypothesis that there is no

change in the relationship over time. Second, actual applications of

CCF to thinning, spacing, regeneration, and growth studies for var-

ious management goals would allow analysing the practical usefulness

of the concept and eventually the establishment of CCF values appro-

priate for stands managed according to the various management

goals.



IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT

In conclusion, it may be said that there is no completely ade-

quate measure of density available today. The lack of a broad, but

precise, definition of stand density is a significant obstacle to a full

understanding of this important stand parameter. As used in this pa-

per, the definitions of stand density and stocking as measures of the

degree of biological utilization of a site are precise and at the same

time broad and flexible enough to allow a basis for understanding the

significance of all the thought and research which has been done on

the subject.

Many measures of density have been proposed in the past, but

there are only two which are used to a large extent in actual practice:

basal area and the normality concept. Basal area is usually associ-

ated with normality, and has the significant advantage of simplicity

in its determination. The normality concept has been very important

in the past and is still used widely today, but its ultimate significance

is of questionable value because of its inherently subjective nature.

The Crown Competition Factor is a recent innovation which

lacks sufficient rigorous tests to allow complete evaluation of its val-

ue. However, application of the concept to Douglas-fir has yielded

favorable results, and suggestions are included for planning a more

rigorous study. Before any of the potential expressions of density
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are forgotten, they should be thoroughly tested in relation to the ob-

jectives of forest management. The Crown Competition Factor seems

particularly worthy of consideration because it is based directly on

the potential crown size of trees grown free from competition.

Crown size in turn is directly affected by competition, and regulating

competition to obtain a desirable growth rate implies the goal of max-

imum utilization which is desirable density in the most general sense,
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APPENDIX I

Proof that the general estimator T, of the population total,

used in the development of Bitterlich point sampling, is unbiased.

where

y ii
=Ez.y./.

y i_Ti1 1

z. -'B(l, it) , z. = 1
1 1 1

if the i-th tree is sampled 0 otherwise

but

so

E() Ey./ir. E(z.)

E(z.) = ir.
1 1

E(T ) = Eir.y./1T. = y. T
y li 1

i y

A

therefore T is unbiased.
y

1Source, 45.
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APPENDIX II.

The geometry and trigonometry of point sampling.

A

a N
/

i

/
/



then

1. Symbols used:

A = area of the stand, in acres

a. = area, in square feet, of an imaginary circle, around

the i-th tree, with radius R1, which is determined

by the specified U and the radius of the tree; the

area of this imaginary circle in relation to the area

of the stand determines the probability of sampling

the i-th tree, its inclusion probability,

y. = basal area of the i-th tree, in square feet

R1. = radius, in feet, of the imaginary circle; the plot ra-

dius for the i-th tree

R2. = radius, in feet, of the i-th tree

U = a horizontal angle of specified size; the critical angle

Z. The basic trigonometric function involved is as follows:

R.
e

T =Csc()

R1. = R2.Csc()

and if the stem diameter, d., is given, in inches





APPENDIX III.

Test for Homogeneity of Regression Coefficients, Barnes' Data 1943-1953.-k'
Sample Sample SS SP SS b Regression Residual

Size SS DF SS DF

1943(1) 43 5677. 59 6509.81 8749.64 1. 1466 7464.02 1 1285,62 41
1953 (2) 43 6252.88 8547.83 13529.60 1.3670 11685,08 1 1844. 52 41

Sum 19149.10 2 3130.14 82
Pooled 11930.47 14057.64 23279.24 1.1783 16555.83 1

Difference 2593.27 1

Hypothesis: b1 = b2

Alternative: b1 / b2

Critical Region: F ) approximately 4. 000
2593.27/1

67 3F 3130. 14/82

Conclusion: The large F value indicates a significant difference in the regression
coefficients; that is, in the slopes of the two regressionlines.

'Procedure according to 35, p. 397.


